
Al-Naseem Dairy and Ice cream Company won the B.I.D. International Quality Award in New York 

2010 competing against 65 different countries… [wonder about that] 

 

In an article called “The secrets of the Libyan war“,Al-Kifah Al-Arabi magazine reveals Al-Naseem 

factory’s role before the start of the February 17
th

  revolution in Libya: 

[the online magazine has mysteriously vanished since the publishing of the article & we could only find 

this document containing the link to the article by using the google history function] 

“…The spark that ignited the current Libyan clashes as a pretext for foreign intervention began on the port 

of Misrata city… 

…Weeks before the start of the Libyan revolution, the port of Misrata was used by the rebels to smuggle 

containers full of weapons, ammunition and explosives with cooperation of the rebels sympathizers port’s 

managers… 

… The arms containers were emptied at Misrata’s port without going through any customs inspection and 

kept in the Al-Naseem’s underground stores. Later the arms were transported to Benghazi, Tripoli and 

other cities in Dairy trucks to be distributed among the rebels on the first days of the revolution...” 

The question asked by the magazine is: Where did these arms come from? 

Post-embargo era Libya was interested in distributing its investment in a balanced manner between 

development and arms, oil contracts with China, arms contracts with Russia, and billion dollar contracts 

with Germany from wind-farms, to about 12 German oil companies active in Libya (here is an excellent 

book “The Libyan economy: economic diversification and international repositioning” explain the success 

of the Libyan economic process). 

Also a good article about “Germany interests in Libya” on WSWS.org and why European countries 

affected by these contracts moved to encourage the rebels living abroad Islamists inside Libya to start their 

revolution. 

The interview with Ali Al-Tarhouni the head of the financial and economic affairs in the Libyan National 

Transitional Council telling German newspaper Zeit, gives us a clear indication on who is behind the arms 

containers: 

“…I think that countries such as France who helped us in the very early stage [of the revolution] will reap 

the benefits of this position … Our most beautiful beaches in the world are very close to Europe … We 

want to establish a financial center in collaboration with international investors…” 

 

Our official reports on the crimes against humanity in Tawergha: 

http://tawergha.org/official-reports.html 

Our news items on the crimes against humanity in Tawergha: 

http://tawergha.org/news-items.html 

Current story source: [vanished mysteriously again but retrieved by using google history function] 

http://www.roadstoiraq.com/the-libyan-revolution-come-to-the-dark-side-we-have-ice-cream 

About Al Naseem & the privatization of National Libyan companies like the Dutch HVA Dairy project in Tawergha & Benghazi: 

http://www.tawergha.org/docs/libya-agribusiness-development-report-2012.pdf 
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